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DEDICATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

JIM MNEYMNEH

We are proud of our association with amazing photographers and would like to thank them for their time and skills
dedicated to our cause. Thank you for sharing your passion with our students and performers and telling our story
through your work. We would like to dedicate this Annual Report to these photographers.
We wish to specially mention Jim Mneymneh who traveled all the way from Canada to record the trio Wisefools
during their Demain's Volunteers (DSV) venture. Jim was able to capture the essence of Zip Zap's work through his
passion for photography, people and circus: his pictures speak a thousand words.

JOAN WARD IRENE MCCULLAGH
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I am blown away – and my spirits immediately lifted. It is really
happening. Zip Zap is marching on. And here we are. While I
write my editorial for the Zip Zap Annual Report in February
2020 reflecting on the past financial year, I cannot ignore the
world today.

11 March 2020 - The World Health Organization categorizes
COVID-19 as a pandemic.

25 May 2020 - George Floyd dies under the knee of a
policeman in Minneapolis.

17 August 2020 - South Africa moves to level 2 of lockdown.

All re-affirm the need for Zip Zap to exist. A new dawn. A new
world. Re-think. Re-imagine.

Many measure Zip Zap’s achievements on the public and live
shows. While these are our windows to the world, I want to
share what happens in the background, what we call the
backstage.
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Monday 13 January 2020 - 3am
I wake up in a cold sweat paralyzed by the weight of the
responsibility for the well-being of our 1664 beneficiaries
and their families, of our 25 staff and their families, of all
the network connections and collaborations we have
undertaken. Suddenly it dawns on me - Zip Zap is bigger
than me. I arrive at the Academy, tense and sad,
exhausted, overwhelmed and terrified. All my good
intentions, my gratitude exercises, my gym schedule, my
meditation journey all down the tubes! How can I feel so
down? I switch on the computer, go through my to-do list,
open mails. Come on Laurence, pick yourself up, you have
to lead. No words arrive. Programmes are opening in a
week. The meeting is in 5, 4, 3, 2 – go.

Around our big table, in our boardroom, called the
‘Cockpit’, I am met with an efficient, caring, responsible
team. WOW! They have it under control. I ask questions
and all is taken care of: registrations, presentation, M&E,
meet & greet, schedules, operations, even the flow of kids
and parents coming in & out the building.

LAURENCE ESTEVE
MESSAGE FROM OUR CO-FOUNDER AND CEO



To extend our reach to Johannesburg
Rand Easter show in April, Joburg Theatre in September
and Menlyn in Pretoria in December.

To extend our reach to more schools in the Western
Cape
Rallim, Mickelfield, Capriccio, Greenfield, Herzlia, Paarl.

To prepare the legacy of the performers to allow them
to pursue their dreams and open the door to the young
generation
Creation of a new programme called ZAPPERS to identify
and nurture talent.

To capacitate the organization and fill the gaps with
qualified, passionate people
Meetings schedule set-up for the year, 3-day inspiring
strategy session.

Hired a marketing manager, 2 fundraising officers, 2nd

driver, programmes administrator, programmes content,
marketing assistant and a full-time performer/instructor.

To coordinate and measure all programmes flow,
content and dashboards
The entire Theory of Change (ToC) has been updated.
Each programme has its own dashboard, action plan, M&E
plan.
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Firstly we had to learn to put our dreams onto paper. Seems
easy, but when you struggle each year to cover the costs of the
programmes and wonder how you are going to pay the salaries
next month, one is tempted to manage the daily grind, rather
than chase the dream. We started to add dates to the dreams.

First the dates were squeezed in between what we had to do to
pay the bills. Thanks to all the corporations and event
organisers who chose Zip Zap to host their events. After 2 years
the team learnt to put the dream dates on the calendar, first
like the big pebbles and the rest must fit in between, like the
sand. A gigantic step forward.

Of course, we are flexible enough (mind, body and soul) to add,
remove and to adapt to an ever-changing environment, but this
system made a huge impact on the team. They became the
decision-makers, they became responsible, they became
accountable. We dream it, we share it, we take it on as a team,
we believe in it and we work at it until we make it happen. Our
goals distilled into smaller steps, became plans which we
actioned and here we are with an Annual Report to share what
we have achieved this past year.

Last year's goals:

Six months ago, we synthesized our 2020 New
Year’s vision, but not even those with the clearest
20/20 vision could have seen what was coming. As
the sun sets over our Academy tonight, we are
overwhelmed with gratitude. We are performing, we
are serving our community, and our staff are able to
earn an income while we are doing what we love.

While we moved one stage closer to potential
'normality', we stop to breathe. Over the past few
weeks and months, our breath was taken away
several times. Mostly in disbelief. We watched as our
lives were brought to a grinding halt. Now we want
to salute our neighbours. The ones that over the
past few weeks were no longer 'workers' and unable
to generate any income. Remember: TOGETHER,
we will get through this!

I leave you now in the hands of my wonderful,
passionate team wrapped in the beautiful images of
Jim Mneymneh to re-joy what YOU made possible in
2019. A huge thank you from the bottom of my
heart for sharing this journey with us.

“I learned that courage was not the absence of
fear, but the triumph over it. The brave (wo)man is
not (s)he who does not feel afraid, but (s)he who
conquers that fear.”

(Nelson Mandela speaking to House of Congress in
1989)

Laurence Estève

To prospect beneficiaries, clients and funders
Reconstruction of the fundraising department
into portfolios with specific strategies for each:
Trusts & Foundations, Corporates, Individuals,
Government.
Marketing manager able to prepare a
communication plan and point out opportunities
following our calendar of events (internal and
external).
Events department canvassing with a plan and
in partnership with the corporate fundraising
team to broaden the reach and the ‘out-of-the-
box' thinking.
Revising the descriptions of our offerings into
compelling value propositions.

To ensure the sustainability of Zip Zap
Creation of the Zip Zap FoundationNPC (not-for-
profit company).
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Zip Zap’s approach to the pandemic and its
unsettling effects mimics our approach to all
challenges. We have tried our utmost to
remain agile and nimble to ensure that we
meet the needs of our changing world.
Aligned with our values and circus life lessons,
we have chosen to respond to the crisis with
fierce optimism and determination. We rise
daily and continue to sprinkle circus magic on
the Zip Zap family and extended community.
The pandemic may have limited our ability to
host public shows and has required that we
suspend our training programmes, but we
continue flexing our creative minds and bodies
to reinvent, reach out and reflect.

When South Africa went into lockdown at the end
of March 2020, Zip Zap responded. We put plans
in place to ensure that we could continue
engaging with as many programmes as possible –
to inspire, educate and train. We used WhatsApp
groups, email, social media platforms (Facebook
and Instagram) and direct contact calls to remain
connected. As we progressed through lockdown
and various levels of restrictions we added online
classes (for Dare to Dream) and dedicated content
for particular programmes on set days. Call
rounds to beneficiaries remain a priority – they are
scheduled and feedback is recorded. Over the
past few months we have embarked on numerous
interventions to keep our beneficiaries healthy,
active and ready to connect to the Zip Zap magic.
Our newsletters and vlogs provided insight into
our activities and campaigns, hinting at the
resilience and determination we draw on during
times like these.

No-one could have predicted the pandemic
and the world crisis to follow.

COVID-19
RESPONSE



Impact on the sector in South Africa:

Zip Zap operates across several sectors - NGO,
performing arts, education, youth development –
and has experienced the following:

Funding has become almost entirely focused on
COVID-19, resulting in some local funders either
cancelling or reducing agreed amounts to be
disbursed; not entertaining discussions or appeals
for the 2020/21 financial year; not being open to
taking on new beneficiaries and some have closed
funding calls completely and have asked to only be
approached again in 2021.

Funders have been receptive to COVID-19 related
appeals (in our case data and food appeals and e-
learning platform) which has assisted Zip Zap to
meet some of our basic needs. As we enter the
5th month of the pandemic, our appeal for PPE
items is our next COVID-related requirement,
especially when we open programmes.

The NGO sector has made a concerted effort
to avoid retrenchments, knowing that the future
will rest on its shoulders = 26 people at Zip Zap
remain employed and agreed to salary reductions.

The performing arts sector has been the hardest
hit, with theatres opening after level 1 and not
much funding available from relevant government
initiatives for cancelled events. 2019 saw 40% of
Zip Zap income generated by shows and events.
Our original budget had planned for 47% for the
2021 financial year, which had to be reviewed at
the announcement of the national lockdown. In an
effort to gain traction and create a new income
stream, the industry sees the launch and increase
of virtual screenings of shows and performances.
The first installment of Zip Zap’s ‘Night at the
Circus’ series was successful and will continue for
the next few months – if not years!

Future outlook:

Mental health and gender based violence are already
showing their devastating effects.
The gap in education has increased even more
between those children with WIFI and computer
access and those without.
The pandemic is being viewed as a crisis vs. a time of
reflection and is revealing the huge gap between
people - those who survive day-to-day and those who
have more than what they need.
The future is not going to be ‘business as usual’ and
the hope is that wisdom gained will shift government
priorities.

As a result, we believe that:
More than ever the NGO sector will serve as the
government’s portfolio to support and care for all,
especially for those on the fringes of society.
The Arts will serve as the outlet for all forms of emotional
expression.

We need to remain hopeful and to keep doing the work
we do each day - to bring joy to the youth and make
them believe in a better tomorrow.

The President’s address on the 15th March resulted in:

Zip Zap’s programmes being suspended from 16th

March 2020.
Dome closure on 20th March 2020.

Academy closure on 27th March 2020.

Suspension of all income generating events (such as our
annual auction) and all our shows.

The immediate action after the speech was to call a Board
meeting and assess the financial and human resources
situation. Critical decisions had to be made, as this was
unknown territory for management.

Due to a very successful financial year in 2019 / 2020 we
were able to retain all our staff.

STAFF

The staff not able to work from home (instructors and
performers, drivers, cleaner), were required to take
mandatory annual leave.
The staff able to work from home were set-up with
connection to the server, data and laptops.

Online platforms such as Zoom and WhatsApp were
utilized extensively to ensure productivity.

We used the same platforms to provide emotional
support to staff.
Staff produced daily work schedules to continue to meet
deadlines.
All staff agreed to salary reductions and Zip Zap applied
to TERS for relief.
Zip Zap provided food relief to the most vulnerable
beneficiaries.
Zoom staff meetings were used not only to share news,
but also to gather everyone and offer tools to deal with
anxiety and isolation.

Staff members were informed of the gravity of the situation
and in consultation committed to our strategic changes to
ensure sustainability. It was agreed that:

6ZIP-ZAP.CO.ZAAnnual Report 2020
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Next we looked at our BENEFICIARIES – in keeping
with our aim to 'inspire' the kids we assessed the
situation as we had concerns around:

1

Within a week of the programmes being suspended
our programmes team mobilized and;

1. Created a check-in questionnaire google form.
2. Each team member was assigned a schedule of
telephonic campaigns for a specific group of
beneficiaries.

To date we have completed 4 rounds of calls. Each
round of calls gave us a general overview that shaped
our next course of action.

In an effort to address the issue of isolation:

Of course, none of this would be possible without our
generous, caring and unfortunately strained funders,
who were all inundated with calls for help.

FUNDERS
The sustainability team jumped on board and flexed
their brains and muscles.

Another response was to provide food and data:

We introduced the concept of a Virtual Circus.
We used existing WhatsApp group interactions to
introduce virtual sessions, training, homework and
assignments.
We used all Zip Zap social media platforms i.e.
Facebook, Instagram and website to physically
engage participants.

Health and safety of the kids.
Lack of facilities and / or adequate space.

Confined environments not conducive to training.

Zip Zap managed to secure food relief parcels
from Courage.Africa and HCI eNCA, assisting 130
families, feeding about 650 people.
Zip Zap distributed sanitary products donated by
Laureus Sport for Good.
Zip Zap embarked on a #raisingdata campaign
using 'Back-a-Buddy' which exceeded its R50,000
target.

They requested that funds be reallocated to
operational expenses.
And pledged funds to be paid immediately.
They made urgent applications for specific
COVID-19 relief: from private trusts &
foundations, corporates and government
agencies.We are truly grateful to the Rotary
Club of Claremont, GoGlobal, MariaMarina
Foundation, the Department of Sports, Arts
and Culture in Pretoria and the Department
of Cultural Affairs and Sport of the Western
Cape for supporting our requests.

Some funders had to cancel their promised
funding or not pay the 2nd tranche, which is
completely understandable in the current
situation.
The team took the time to review some
strategies and address; alumni, individual donors
and the introduction of a Legacy programme.
The team looked at different kinds of
partnerships locally and abroad such as:
Resources webinars (Fundraising talk, Global
Alliance), discussions around protocol (AYCO in
USA) and round table with experts (Beyond
Sport in New York).

Held 2 virtual screenings of previous shows:
2009 The Caretaker and 2010 Art of Rock.
2017 Journey is on demand now.
Produced a special video production called
'Once Upon a Circus' for the virtual National
Arts Festival (vNAF) formerly known as the
Grahamstown Festival. This production won a
Standard Bank bronze Ovation Award.

LANDING ON OUR FEET

With the easing of lockdown regulations, staff
were able to return to work from 1st July 2020 with
transport provided for the staff to and from work.
COVID-19 health and safety protocols are in place
at the Academy and the Dome. Plans and
processes are in place once regulations allow for
programmes to resume. The programmes will have
a phased-in approach which may include more
classes with less beneficiaries per class.

With the SHOWS & EVENTS department, Zip
Zap is committed to keeping the creative juices
flowing and has successfully:

Lack of supervision which could lead to safety risks.

Lack of effective time management (being idle
with nothing to keep them occupied).

Lack of structured programmes.

Isolation, uncertainty and anxiety.



Despite the
challenges, the

uncertainty and the
anxiety we have
been facing we

have stayed
positive and

remained COVID-19
NEGATIVE!
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The focus is now on our professional performing team
MOYA to finish their creation to be ready to take on the
world in 2021.

Zip Zap showed support and solidarity with the LightSA
Red initiative in support of the dire situation the events
industry is facing - some are facing closure and others
are in business rescue.

Zip Zap Dome Lit Red #LightSAred

Entered the 2018 Journey Returns production for
the vNAF and won a Standard Bank Ovation Award.
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INSPIRINGINSPIRING
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Our mission is:

Zip Zap is an innovative School
of Circus Arts, inspiring and
empowering young people.

To take 'ordinary' kids (including 'youth-at-risk') and provide them with the
resources to develop skills, through the medium of Circus Arts. Skills that
will advance them as young leaders, good citizens, ambassadors for South
Africa, and ultimately make them employable.

To provide innovative cutting-edge and professional training and
entertainment, thereby providing opportunities for youth to fulfill their
potential and contribute to the growth of a healthy nation.

To form mutually beneficial partnerships with our funders
and others who wish to be associated with Zip Zap.
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Our values give us the ability
to live what we have learned,
and believe in what we do.

OUR

VALUESVALUES

Accountability

Willing to take
responsibility for

providing a solution,
owning our

mistakes, embracing
a culture of trust

and finding strength
in asking for help.

Honesty

We are consistently
true, transparent,

real and honourable.
We always do the
right thing (even
when nobody is

watching).

Family

We are a Zip Zap
family. We share a
sense of belonging
and are connected
by our common

cause. At Zip Zap we
strive to be a home
that is welcoming,
cohesive and safe.

Our home is
disciplined and has
healthy boundaries.

Joy

We love what we do
and do what we love.

We consider it a
privilege to bring
happiness to our
beneficiaries and
stakeholders. This
joyfulness underpins
all we do. We work
hard, we celebrate
our successes and
have fun doing it.

Respect

We respect ourselves,
each other, our
beneficiaries, our

stakeholders, Zip Zap
property and the Zip

Zap brand.



Debbie Sykes
Individual Donors
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Brigette Chapman
Events

Laurence Estève
CEO

Virginia Styer
Corporate Donors

Cindy Correia
Trusts & Foundations

The executive leadership team and Board of Trustees
ensure that Zip Zap stays relevant and innovative. They

also ensure that the organisation operates fairly and
transparently on a day-to-day basis and that obligations to

our major stakeholders – the children – are met.
STRUCTURE
ORGANISATIONAL

SUSTAINABILITY

HR

MONITORING
& EVALUATION

OFFICER

M&E DATA
CAPTURING

STOCK
MANAGEMENT

DRIVER

YOUTH

MAINTENANCE VOCATIONAL
TRAINING

WELFARE

PERFORMING GROUP

CLEANING

HEALTH & SAFETY

DELI OUTREACH

ADMIN LOGISTICS PROGRAMMES SHOWS

OPERATIONS

PR &MARKETING SUSTAINABILITY

GRAPHIC DESIGN

SPECIAL EVENTS

MERCHANDISE

SUPPORT

FINANCE

AUDIT

SOCIAL MEDIA

CORPORATE DONORS

GOVERNMENT

HIGH-NET WORTH
INDIVIDUALS

CREATION

PRODUCTION

TECHNICAL

WARDROBE

RIGGING

PRO PERFORMERS

RESOURCES

FUNDRAISING

SALES

TRUSTS & FOUNDATIONS

INDIVIDUAL DONORS

CO-CEO'S

Brent
van Rensburg

Laurence
Estève



PROGRAMMES

LOGISTICS AND HOUSEKEEPING CONTRACT
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Jacobus Claassen

Mphumzi Nqcikiza
Driver/ Maintenance

Lee-Ann Watson
Bookkeeper

Phelelani Ndakrokra Aviwe Mfundisa

Christine
Chapman

Bulelwa Mzazi
Housekeeping

Mcebisi Dyasi
Driver/ Maintenance

Siyabonga
Swelindawo

Lionel
Chanarin

Vanessa
Curnow-Fortune

Lizo James Jason Barnard

Margi Niewoudt
Human Resources

Jessica Robertson
Intern

MARKETING

PERFORMERS & INSTRUCTORS

TECHNICAL

WARDROBE

Roxy Mitchell
Manager

Mosuli Ntshonga
Officer

Melanie Boltman
Manager

Portia
Kewana

Anele Mthalane
Graphic Design



CLARENCE COUNSELL
Health & Safety
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MICHAEL BAGRAIM
Labour Law

BERYL KERR
Guardian of the Code

ANITA MENDIRATTA
Patron

BRIAN MBANGA
Social Work & HR

DAVID FROMAN
Finances

ZOLANI MAHOLA
PR & Spokesperson

VICTORIA ENGELHORN-NEL
Chairperson and Fundraising

SHERYLLE DASS
Governance

Thank you to our Board of Trustees for their unwavering support throughout the past year as well as previous
years. Every year half of our board members come up for re-election. Everybody on our board always gives their
best and we are always sad to see them go, but it also opens opportunities for new members to come on board
and give of their time and energy. Being part of Zip Zap is not just being part of an organization that tries to do
good, it is being part of a big family and as such you never leave, you just take on different roles.

TRUSTEES
BOARD OF

Zip Zap is fortunate to have an advisory board comprising of individuals who offer their expert guidance and support to
our Board of Trustees and senior management in a more informal arrangement. The advisory board is called on when
necessary, has no office bearers and no voting rights. Their networks are an invaluable resource to the organisation.

Please contact laurence@zip-zap.co.za should you be interested / available / keen to support Zip Zap with your expertise.

Zip Zap Advisory Board



Volunteers play an essential part in the Zip Zap journey.
Not only do they bring an array of skills, together with
extra pairs of hands and legs, they also bring so much life
and positivity, it fills our hearts, our sails and our
tummies.

WISE FOOLS
Circus Trio
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Contact Melanie at info@zip-zap.co.za
for more information on our volunteer
programme.

COUNTRIES: 11
53VOLUNTEERS:INTERNATIONAL

VOLUNTEERS

INTERNS AND

During 2019, we welcomed 53
volunteers from 11 countries
some for a day, some
throughout the entire year.
Most with circus skills, teaching
all our beneficiaries from the
outreach programmes to the
professionals. Others brought
marketing experience or skills
in maintenance, events

management, M&E, make-up, dance, self-defence, art
therapy, admin, photography and even cooking.

A huge thank you to the 21 locals who helped on our
show days, managing our DELI stands – we would not be
able to handle the shows, the performers, the logistics
and the audience without their help.

A special thank you to Adele our dance teacher who
has been giving her time and passion to Zip Zap since
2005 and Debbie who has attended The Hood
programme every Wednesday without fail – except
when she broke her wrist! We are truly indebted by
their kindness and humility. A delicious thank you to
our 3 local chefs Deborah, Charles and Steff who
cooked for the entire Zip Zap team on Tuesdays and
Fridays using theWoolworths sale-by-date food,
creating amazing lunches, teaching our staff basic rules
& practical tricks, while bringing wonderful vibes.

22 31

Male Female

Gender

Adele Blank

A grateful thank you to Demain’s Volunteers for the
sponsorship of flights and École Nationale de Cirque
in Montreal for sponsoring the online social circus
training of trainers. The 2 combined allowed the
Circus TrioWISE FOOLS to inspire the Zip Zap kids
over 8 weeks. This female trio has been a source of
joy, skills and bring a new approach to the circus arts
that has impacted so many of our young female
participants in a very male dominated industry. While
most of the foreigners stayed at our students’
residence, we had the immense privilege of
welcoming highly-skilled individuals for specific
workshops who generously contributed to the
development of our young people.

United
Kingdom2

Argentina1
5 France

2 Holland

Belgium1
2 Finland

1 Italy

2 USA

Canada3
5 Germany

29 South
Africa



Ameya Will iams
with specialist skills in hula hoop and taught
Dare to Dream

Eden O'Shoro
with art psychotherapy for our instructors and Dare
to Dream

Ana O’Connell
with cognitive thinking behaviour course for
Dare to Dream

Thanks to the French Institute of South Africa, the
cultural arm of the French Embassy, we were able to
welcome Nikolas Pulka, during a break from
performing with Cirque Alfonse in the show
TABARNAK. Nikolas is a multi-discipline artist who
specialises in aerial and acro. A very special human
being with an irresistible social media humour.
IG: nikolaspulka

Thanks to our partnership withWeltwaerts,
matching volunteers with NGO's around the world,
we have been fortunate to welcome fantastic young
people for a year at a time. The volunteer initiative
increases our teaching capacity in outreach
programmes, while offering these young people a
chance to see a far (and beautiful) corner of the
world, meet our cosmopolite Zip Zap family and
open their eyes to a different way of life.

We regret that Annette, Jan, Leonie, Lysander and
Rhea had to leave in March due to COVID-19 and
couldn’t complete their planned stay with us. We
hope it is only postponed and we cannot wait to
open our doors to all who want to share the Zip Zap
magic with us.

ALL THESE VISITORS ARE
NOW OUR SPECIAL ZIP ZAP
AMBASSADORS AROUND THE
WORLD AND IN THEIR
COMMUNITIES.

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEERS
INTERNS AND

15ZIP-ZAP.CO.ZAAnnual Report 2020
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As I write this report, reflecting on
2019 and the first half of this year, it
seems as if the world we knew has
changed and lockdown is the new
normal. There are anti-racist protests
flaring up around the world, galvanised
around the Black Lives Matter
movement, and countries are bracing
for a massive recession as the COVID-
19 pandemic rolls on. Amongst the
upheaval, Zip Zap has remained
constant and proven its resilience.
Even if some dreams have been
deferred, our doors remain open as we
look poised for growth. As the maxim
suggests, with every crisis there are
also opportunities.

VICTORIA ENGELHORN
MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRPERSON
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Last year we worked tirelessly to tour Europe in 2020
with our newly-created performing group. And even
though we were unable to visit, we’ve established the
necessary contacts and used our online activities to
reach a wider audience. Perhaps this will allow us to
create a burgeoning fan base in Europe and the USA,
so when we eventually reach their shores, Zip Zap will
be a familiar brand able to attract the crowds.

Collaboration is a key component of Zip Zap’s DNA
and we were privileged to perform to a record-
breaking crowd at the Green Point stadium, for the
Roger Federer Foundation when they played in Cape
Town in February, helping raise 3 million Euros for the
foundation.

At our annual auction we also exceeded our wildest
expectations by raising more than ZAR 1 million. The
team was fantastic, and the guests supported us
generously as Nana and Tetsuo ensured everyone was
entertained during robust bidding for the incredible
auction lots.

My dream for the final months of this year is for the
world to see that sometimes we look for complicated
solutions to very simple problems. The world needs
more Zip Zap institutions because our magic is based
on some simple concepts: HONESTY, RESPECT and
TRUST.

Review of our five key strategic objectives.

As part of the planning process, we decided to first
expand our reach to Gauteng to test a different
market. The biggest lesson learnt was around
marketing - not only do we need to invest in this
sphere of the business, we also need to find a reliable
local partner. Counting on friends and hoping they will
come to the party is not a professional nor a
sustainable approach.

The second lesson is about the cost of the production.
When not fully funded from the start, we need to size
the cast accordingly or make agreements based on
percentage of ticket sales, as opposed to flat fees.

Based on these initial reflections, we decided to send
our top scout to reconnoitre prospective tour markets
in Germany and the United States. Brent travelled to
Germany in May 2019 and was warmly welcomed by
various schools, theatres and cabarets, some of whom
we would like to thank today.

Strategic Objective #1: Establish a professional
performance arm committed to 60 national and
international shows per year.

Director of Chameleon Theatre in Berlin, Anke Politz
Director of Wintergarten Variete in Berlin, Thomas Eißler
Staatliche Ballettschule Berlin und Schule für Artistik, Ronald
Wendorf and Dr Berndt Schmidt of Friedrichstadt Palace.
In France we give thanks to the director of theatre in
Montpellier – Printemps Comedins – Jean Claude Carrière.

In January, Laurence attended the festival Mondial du
Cirque de Demain and the Club Pro conferences around
social circus, circus networks and separately hosted a
screening of the Circus Family documentary. All of these
opened the door to new contacts.

The follow up with Xavier Gobin was particularly
exciting. Before joining Phare Ponleu Selpak in Cambodia,
Xavier had a successful career as a dancer, collaborating with
creative forces such as Maurice Béjart and Jiri Kylian. Now
permanently based in France, Xavier produces new shows
and organises European tours. We are hopeful he will travel
to South Africa soon to review the professional performing
arm with a view to discussing a potential partnership with
Zip Zap.

A tour to the United States scheduled for April and May had
to be cancelled due to the corona virus, but we look forward
to working with the new Zip Zap USA team to make the tour
a reality.

At present we have 4 in-house performers: Lizo, Jason,
Jacobus and Phelelani, plus one technician, Mosuli and four
D2D students: Jemma, Isobel, Jade and Silumko, as well as
one floating performer, Siyabonga. These young adults will
take the magic to the world in coming years!

Dare to Dream (D2D) is our vocational training programme
and had 10 learners in 2018, seven last year and 12 in 2020.

Strategic Objective #2: Develop a Western Cape-
based Academy offering a vocational apprenticeship.



Four are in prep year, 7 are in the vocational
programme, and 1moved to the professional insertion.
We look forward to seeing him graduate at the end of
the year. Another graduated in December 2019. The
sudden departure of Bonus Ndlovu as Youth
Coordinator created a vacuum, but things are looking up
with the hiring of extremely competent Administrator,
Vanessa Curnow-Fortune, who started this year with an
impeccable registration process, action plans and
dashboards. This programme has attracted quite a lot of
attention from local and foreign Trusts and Foundations,
as well as the Western Cape Government. We are very
excited that for the first time the programme is funded
for the next 3 years by theMariaMarina Foundation,
who believes in the potential of D2D, its impact on
beneficiaries and the performing arts industry in South
Africa.

At the time of going to print, the curriculumwas quite
restricted due to COVID-19. The full-time students have
4 classes daily of 30 minutes each, covering physical,
pedagogy, technical and self-development assignments
they can do on their own. These lessons are circulated
by the instructors via WhatsApp.

We aim to formalise the programme and have hired a
curriculum developer to help put ideas into practice.
What COVID-19 has done is accelerate moving this
programme onto an e-learning format. We are also
researching the best ways to adapt the physical and
social aspects onto a digital platform. Achieving this will
enhance the continuity of the programme and place Zip
Zap at the forefront of social circus professional
development.

We ran five outreach programmes last year: Ubuntu (256
beneficiaries), ECD (419), 2nd Chance (616), Jumpstreet
(32), and The Hood (34 beneficiaries) that collectively
reached 1,357 young people. We have not yet reached
our goal of 2,000 beneficiaries in our outreach
programmes due to several challenges, including
funding, human resources and location. It is obvious that
if all the outreach programmes were fully funded, we
wouldn’t be battling with the other two challenges.
However, it is important to note that the change of
location of the Ubuntu programme has affected the
number of beneficiaries reached. After taking years to
build the set-up at the Ubuntu clinic, from two
containers initially to installing artificial grass and a
jungle gym, this year we suddenly found ourselves
having to operate from the end of the compound,

Strategic Objective #3: A Western Cape-based
outreach branch offering workshops to 2,000
children annually.

on bricks, with no cover. Scheltema and DC Electrical Africa
Cape have offered to supply materials to build a cover and
Isipani Construction has sponsored labour costs. DC
Electrical Africa Cape has also generously donated funding
towards this project. However, we need permission from
authorities at the clinic to set up the structure.

One challenge from last year that has been resolved is
transport. The acquisition of a new Quantum vehicle with
the funding from the IQRAA TRUST and Jane & Peter
Franzen and the hiring of a second driver, has allowed us
to better manage the safe transportation of students and
instructors. The amazing long-term support from Gilbarco
AFS providing e-fuel for our vehicles has proved invaluable
over the years.

The human resource challenge is primarily due to the high
demand of Zip Zap workshops across the peninsula, with
the loss of full-time instructor, Masixole Mbambatho,
exacerbating the problem. Fortunately, the arrival of our
new Programme Content and Pedagogy officer, Lionel
Chanarin, has helped offset the loss. Originally a Zip Zap
student in 1993, Lionel was part of the first professional
performing troupe leaving Zip Zap in 2001. After his
performing career, Lionel qualified as a Waldorf teacher
and opened his own social circus school at Spier called
Sisonke. Zip Zap will continue providing instructors and
support to keep Sisonke going and we are excited to have
Lionel join the team. His wealth of experience and his joyful
attitude is sure to make a difference in many children’s
lives. It always warms my heart to see young adults who
have gone out into the world come back and share their
experiences with the new generation. It shows us that our
magic bears fruit and always brings us full circle.

We have also identified casual instructors who will be
dedicated to the outreach programmes in a bid to ensure
continuity until the COVID-19 crisis stops. It might be a tall
task, but we hope to resume our activities and catch up on
our missed workshops before the end of the year.

We are truly grateful to all the sponsors who have
maintained their commitments during the pandemic,
despite the absence of physical programmes. The team is
working hard to ensure systems are in place to resume
activities as soon as possible and have been actively
reaching out to all our beneficiaries to ensure they are
mentally and physically active during these tough times.

18ZIP-ZAP.CO.ZAAnnual Report 2020
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The fundraising team has been hard at work and
exceeded their target:

Target of ZAR 12,740,000 and
reached ZAR 13,669,586.
Funding avenues pursued included local, provincial and
national government agencies, local and international
trusts and foundations, corporate donors, hotel levies,
individual donations, foreign charities, fundraising
events, crowdfunding and donations in-kind. While we
note the decline in government funding of ZAR
496,348 vs. a target of ZAR 700,000, we applaud the
work to exceed the targets elsewhere. In Foundations
ZAR 2,525,000 was raised compared to a target of ZAR
2,000,000. International Foundations accounted for
ZAR 1,565,909 vs. a target of ZAR 900,000. Individual
donors were just on par with ZAR 608,880 compared to
a target of ZAR 600,000. Our Corporates’ target came
in slightly below our goal with ZAR 2,170,184
compared to a target of ZAR 2,400,000.

The Auction (ZAR 1,113,008) and Cape Town Cycle
Tour (ZAR 24,747) were our two main fundraising
events in 2019. Thank you to our fantastic riders -
Angela Saupe, Belinda Parker, Deon Van Schalkwyk,
Florian Thiele, Gregor Röhrig, Iiro Seppanen, Ilka
Stein, Johan Roodt, John Parker, Jorg Rosler, Ryan
Moss, Ryan Cormick, Tessa Roodt, Thierry Albrand,
Oliver Ryder and Rosa Ryder.

To our special 80 auction guests who make this event
such an extraordinary gathering every year, we are truly
indebted and grateful for your good spirits and
generosity. Tetsuo Hasegawa and Nana Shimosegawa
made this event unique and we cannot wait to
welcome their new baby.

Rated B-BBEE Level 1, and with a Section 18A status,
Zip Zap is an attractive partner for donations of all
sizes. We truly appreciate ALL donations, big and small,
in cash or in-kind, including monthly donations from
individuals and corporates that cover our running costs.

Last financial year Zip Zap was supported by the
following:

14 Trusts and Foundations

2 Government agencies

Strategic Objective #4. Establish a fundraising and
administration arm, setting annual fundraising
budgets and performance revenue targets.

We acknowledge in-kind donations received from:

11 Corporate companies

12 Institutions

90 Individual donors (somedonated multiple
times and for multiple events)

You can find a complete list of all the sponsors on page
61 and 62 in this Annual Report.

Artscape Theatre
Electricity

Belinda Weeber
Sewing classes; costume making

Blend Eventlife
Dome Carpet installation

Bodytec
Vouchers for Cycle Tour
goody bags

Cape Formwork Contractors
Scaffolding

Checkers
Monthly vouchers

Col'Cacchio
Pizza for our Greatest Little
Circus show performers

Commodore Hotel
Linen

Cummings Family
Crockery for Our Beautiful Shell

DSTV Multichoice
Promotion for Journey Beyond

Free Flight Dance Company
Dance lessons

Gearhouse
Projector and screen for Circus
Family screening

Gilbarco AFS
e-Fuel

Global Kinetic
IT Support

Go Global
Air conditioning for Dome

Hotel Verde
Voucher for lucky draw

JC Le Roux
Voucher for lucky draw

J&D Ship Services
Photocopy services

Laurence Estève
Dustbin

Mandy and Callum Hunter
Unicycle

Mazars
Financial audit services

No Boundaries
Cool drinks from Match In Africa

Omnico
Bicycle levers for Cycle Tour

Pick n Pay
Gift vouchers

Posterscope
Advertising for Journey Beyond

Sceniscope
Academy rent rebate

Spookfontein Wines
Wine for auction

The Residences at
Crystal Towers
Voucher for lucky draw

Woolworths
Sell-by-date food

Zip Zap USA
Trapeze Bar

Ashanti Design
Bean bags

Baigrams Attorneys
Consultancy



The sustainability team has grown into a solid group with
good systems and strategies allowing them to achieve an
amazing growth of 55% in grants. At the end of the year
we had to say goodbye to Maalikah Jacobs and Chubeka
Kulu and would like to acknowledge their contribution.

Strategies are currently in review for individual donors,
alumni and corporates, but we know that in times of
crisis, these are the first ones to decline.

The charities abroad have also shifted:

Zip Zap USA: We thank Nan Dawkins and Iiro Seppanen
for their services and welcome Shannon Xhola, Beth
Schoellkopf and Al Merschen, while Jenny van Rensburg
and David Froman stay in place.

Zip Zap France: Floriane Estève, Margaux Solignac, Loic
Estève welcome the support of many volunteers: Solène
Aymon, Solène Gerard, Solène Leveque, Mathilde
Rembecki, Mathieu Angelvy.

Zip Zap UK: We have dismantled Zip Zap UK as there
had been no activity in the past two years.

The Events department almost reached its target of ZAR
5,440,000 with a final figure of ZAR 5,309,317. This
included income from corporate events at the Dome,
shows for or at various schools and other institutions,
productions and collaborations such as the Rand Show,
the Joburg Theatre and Menlyn shopping centre, income
from teaching, venue and equipment hire, sales of deli
and merchandise.

This revenue stream comprises 40% of Zip Zap’s entire
income with only 2,7% that is not performance based. As
a school of performing arts, I find this a positive
affirmation of Zip Zap’s relevance in the performing arts
and culture sector.

Strategic obctive #5: Ensuring that we are sustainable
in the foreseeable future.

This strategic point has been modified because our
expansion into the Salt River head office has already
been realised as a physical achievement. Our imperative
strategic goal is to be sustainable, this means meeting
the previous 4 points, but also looking into the future
and ensuring that all the physical elements are in place
so that Zip Zap can sustain itself through a crisis like we
have experienced and others.

The Salt River premises represents our Head Quarters,
our core, where things get done within our Academy and
with the D2D flagship programme as its culmination.

The Dome is a very essential part of our financial health as
it not only allows us to create, perform and host shows, but
also allows us a space big enough to reach more kids
through our outreach programmes. It is our income
generator and thus an integral part of Zip Zap. With the
plans for a new arts Precinct, we trust the national,
provincial and local governments will find a place to keep
Zip Zap alive in the city centre.

Lastly, we need to create an endowment fund to allow us to
look into the future with confidence that we will be able to
sustain Zip Zap, come what may. As much as we preach
HONESTY, RESPECT and TRUST we also have to make sure
from our side that our beneficiaries, sponsors, funders and
all the wonderful individual donors know that when they
believe in us, they believe in the future of the South African
youth and its capability to lead by example. We are the
rainbow nation and as such should shine a light on this very
difficult path of ACCEPTANCE of a DIVERSE and
BEAUTIFUL world that will only shine through RESPECTING
its DIVERSITY.

We know our stories inspire people, and through this crisis
we have seen that our reach extends way past our borders.

So, let’s INSPIRE the WORLD.

Victoria Engelhorn-Nel
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Strategic Objective #5: Ensuring that we
are sustainable in the foreseeable future.
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Last year we reported that our media strategy had been
modified to take a more focused and targeted approach.
This entailed bringing all our media and marketing in-
house. The overall and impressive year-on-year increase in
media coverage, as indicated in the statistics, clearly
demonstrates that this strategy has been successful.

MEDIA COVERAGE

Some of the media highlights included us expanding our
reach into the Gauteng market with ‘Journey Beyond’ at
the Joburg Theatre in Heritage month. This was a new
market for Zip Zap. ‘Journey Beyond’ created an ideal
opportunity to build brand awareness amongst a new
audience and contributed towards establishing a brand
presence in a new provincial region. We entered a media
partnership with Classic FM, the Joburg Theatre invested
R96 391.17 in marketing, and we secured media space
and interviews to the value of R1 659 947,65. Zip Zap
featured for the first time on 6 provincial radio stations, 3
TV stations, and on 20 websites. Coverage on DSTV with
an event-specific advertisement amounted to R254 900
with 23 days of flighting. We thank DSTV for this
incredible sponsorship. Furthermore, we featured on 23
high profile billboards across the Joburg and Pretoria
landscape and in 4 shopping malls. This was possible
through a generous sponsorship from Posterscope.
Thank you for putting Zip Zap’s name up in lights in Jozi!

Despite, the extensive media coverage, it did not translate
into sold-out shows. This can be attributed to insufficient
lead time to commence the marketing drive and the
absence of a Joburg based marketing partner. Lessons
learned. Joburg: we will be back!

The Greatest little Circus Show in April and October
presented further opportunities to drive ticket sales and
proved successful with sold-out shows. This highlights the
disparity of brand awareness levels between Cape Town
and Gauteng.

One of the major publicized highlights was Zip Zap’s
performance at the Match in Africa #6 hosted by the
Roger Federer Foundation. We performed to a record-
breaking audience of 51,954 at the Green Point Stadium,
over and above the millions of worldwide TV viewers. Two
of our performers featured in the YOU Magazine and we
secured a TV interview with our CEO on DSTV’s Super
Sport channel.

This global event created a golden opportunity that
generated R 8,946,680 in media value, 130 clip counts
and conservatively reached 93,132,352 people.

Over and above the targeted media approach, Zip Zap
has grown its media database by over 100% to include a
broader base and placed more emphasis on relationship
building with key media channels in Cape Town as a
starting point. This allows us to be more proactive by
offering our news, events and stories to relevant channels
that guarantee coverage, as opposed to a ‘spray and
pray’ approach.

SOCIAL MEDIA

It is evident that two current social media channels are
best suited for the media-rich material that Zip Zap is
fortunate enough to have plenty of! These two channels
are Facebook and Instagram. Over the reporting period
we managed to increase our followers by 959 and 905,
respectively. This is in line with industry norm; however,
in this digital era, we are mindful that social media is and
will remain the dominant communication channel, making
this an area for further improvement. Going forward we
plan to take a more strategic approach to growing our
social media following by a minimum of 20% year on year.
In addition, we have identified YouTube as another
platform for growth, to garner influence within the
performing arts industry and to create a more powerful
global brand presence.

R26,271,721

205,618,571

706

TOTAL MEDIA VALUE

PEOPLE REACHED

MEDIA CLIPS
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PROFESSIONAL
COMPANY

Ubuntu

2nd Chance Jumpstreet

The Hood Our Beautiful Shell

ECD

OUTREACH

YOUTH

ZAPPERS

DARE 2 DREAM

MOYA

Beginners Intermediates

Simunye

EMPLOYMENT
READY YOUTH

AMATEUR
PERFORMING

TROUPE

The graph below illustrates how the youth moves through the
various programmes that Zip Zap offers:

Ubuntu Early Childhood Development

2nd Chance

The Hood

Jumpstreet

OUTREACH PROGRAMMES

Beginners Zappers

Intermediates

Simunye Dare 2 Dream

Our Beautiful Shell - Welfare

YOUTH PROGRAMMES

"It's not how you start that's important, but how you finish," -Jim George

INTRODUCTION AND

PROGRAMMES FLOW



UBUNTU
OUTREACH

FC CHARTER
CHARITABLE TRUST
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100%

ETHNICITY

African
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Zip Zap instructors have forged strong relationships with the
staff at the clinic, such that nurses encourage parents and
caregivers to entrust their children to our instructors to join in
the FUN! In fact, some children enjoyed the sessions so much
that they attended the workshops outside of their scheduled
appointments to the clinic, and even recruited friends to
participate in the workshops.

Six participants displaying
dedication and perseverance
throughout the year, were invited
to join the youth programme in the
Beginners section in 2020.

7
INSTRUCTORS

IMPACT

52%
MALES

48%
FEMALES

36
SESSIONS

UBUNTU
Our Ubuntu programme was established in 2012, in partnership with Médecins Sans Frontières (Doctors
Without Borders) and the Ubuntu clinic in Khayelitsha. It allowed us to provide an innovative and
alternative patient support programme, catering for children living with HIV and who receive anti-retroviral
treatment at the clinic. The programme delivered activities that created a fun environment as a base for
children to play and learn. Sessions were facilitated by instructors who aimed to create a sense of belonging
and display support; deliver memorable experiences to instill a positive association with clinic visits, and
thereby encourage treatment adherence. Through the sessions, we were able to highlight the need to
maintain good physical health and fitness. With the support of our sponsors we were able to provide healthy
snacks and fresh fruits each session, to emphasise the importance of good nutrition. Our presence also
meant much-needed support and relief for parents and caregivers.

PROGRAMME IN ACTION

Parent

“My child keeps on asking
when we are going to the
clinic again, because of
the fun play Zip Zap
brings to the clinic.”

* **

100%

AREA

Cape Flats
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87%

13%

Atlantic Seaboard Southern Suburbs

AREA

100%

0 - 6 years

AGE

African black

76%

24%

ETHNICITY

Coloured

Teacher

“The children use the skills
they learn at the Zip Zap

workshops when they play
on the school jungle gym.”

* **
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52%
MALES

48%
FEMALES

18
SESSIONS

Zip Zap instructors have
forged strong relationships with the staff
at the various pre-primary schools and
creches. The children are always enthused
to attend a session with us, looking
forward to an exciting bus ride, the visit to
the Zip Zap Dome, the opportunity to gain
new basic skills and the occasion to
socialise and meet new little friends! Each
school is hosted three times per year. We are always impressed
by the activities the children remember, which they proudly
demonstrate to us. The sessions are open for viewing by teachers
and child minders. We believe there is a real need to intensify and
expand this programme.

Our Early Childhood Development (ECD) programme was launched in 2018, in partnership with the
Engelhorn family. The programme targets young children between four and six years old from the informal
settlements, Imizamo Yhethu and Hangberg, in Hout Bay. Through bi-monthly workshops children are
exposed to exciting surroundings and fun activities that stimulate fine- and gross-motor skills as well as
social cohesion. With the support of positive role-models they experience new learning opportunities and
are encouraged to tackle unfamiliar challenges. They met and engaged with other children, which provided
valuable opportunities to practice English. The children could discover, learn and play in a safe environment,
and gain a sense of safety. Through the workshops we were able to highlight the need to maintain good
physical health and fitness through fun and play and supplement the physical education participants may
already have been receiving at their pre-schools and creches.

419
BENEFICIARIES

10
INSTRUCTORS

IMPACT

PROGRAMME IN ACTION

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
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44%
MALES

56%
FEMALES

Halli Trust

“Our children always love
the ouĚng to Zip Zap! It's
the highlight each year. We
are so privileged that we
can have this collaboraĚon

with Zip Zap!”* **

17
SESSIONSZip Zap instructors have left lasting

impressions in the minds of participants
and teachers alike! Some schools ensure
that a visit to Zip Zap is an annual fixture in
their calendars. We continue to forge
strong relationships with the Western Cape
Education Department (WCED) and
principals to create opportunities for even
more students to attend in the future.

Our 2nd Chance programme was established in 2009 in partnership with The City of Cape Town. We are
proud to continue this great work, now in partnership with the HCI Foundation and Golden Arrow Bus
Services. Through this programme we were able to engage beneficiaries from primary schools, high schools,
NGOs, orphanages, and children’s homes in the most underserved areas across Cape Town. The children were
transported to our training dome and exposed to hands-on workshops comprising games, circus techniques
and fun activities, geared toward teaching teamwork and instilling discipline… all this playing out in a safe, fun,
and exciting environment! Participants experience a sense of belonging whilst engaging in a creative circus
workshop that inspires interest and a willingness to learn new skills. These interventions aim to encourage
participants to envision an alternative, more positive future and develop an expanded awareness about
possible career opportunities in the performing arts, social development or education sectors.

The workshops culminate in the participants creating a human pyramid!
This is a highlight because the children are encouraged to push beyond
personal boundaries and can take pride in their achievements.

A couple of the instructors present a short show at the end of each
session to stimulate imaginations. All workshops are open for viewing
by the teachers and child-minders of the organization attending.

616
BENEFICIARIES

4
INTERNATIONAL INTERNS

8
INSTRUCTORS

PROGRAMME IN ACTION

SUCCESS STORY

2ND CHANCE

5% | 17-25

AGE
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56%
MALES

44%
FEMALES

37
SESSIONS

Since 2015, Zip Zap has partnered with the SOS Children’s Village in Thornton, Cape Town to bring
circus magic to children and youth from unstable domestic and/or community situations. We continued
to honour our partnership by providing circus workshops in a safe, unique, and fun environment, with the
help and support of dedicated and passionate instructors. The programme aims to address children's needs
for positive growth and self-development, while promoting overall physical and mental well-being. Activities
targeted challenges around learning, fostering healthy behaviours, playing together, and building and
maintaining positive relationships. Children experienced teamwork and learned techniques to improve inter-
personal skills and foster good relationships with each other and instructors. Transport was provided to
ferry participants to the Zip Zap Academy to attend sessions. All the children performed acts in the annual
Show & Tell performance, to the delight of caregivers and staff of the SOS Children’s Village.

Shaunwin Isaacs

Shaunwin is a 16-year-old learner at
Florida School of Skills. He joined the
Jumpstreet programme in 2017. He
faced challenges at school because he
was a resident at SOS Children’s Village.
It was very difficult for him to cope with
peer pressure: his friends at the Village
had very different interests and he found
himself sacrificing his passion to satisfy friends: if they did not
attend workshops at Zip Zap he felt pressured not to attend either.
However, he persevered and continued to attend the weekly
sessions. His instructors report that he has natural leadership
qualities and has displayed great progress on the scarf act.
Shaunwin quotes the instructors as his role-models. Shaunwin’s
proudest moment is the first show he performed in as part of the
Jumpstreet programme. His aspirations while at Zip Zap is to be
the best in the programme a role model to other kids!

PROGRAMME IN ACTION

SUCCESS STORY

JUMPSTREET 32
BENEFICIARIES

13
INSTRUCTORS
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Shaunwin

“My dream for the
world is that every child
be given an opportunity
to do what they are

good at.”

* **
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THEA HAYWOOD
Thea Haywood is 15 years old. She
first joined Zip Zap in 2015, when
she was just 10 years old. At the
time her mother worked at the Cape
Town Multi Service Centre and she
saw the great progress that other
Zip Zappers, Trompie and
Remember, were making so she enrolled Thea into the
Beginner's classes. She re-joined Zip Zap in 2018 again and
absolutely loves it. She enjoys the mini-trampoline and the
fact that everyone is super-friendly. Personally, Thea dreams
of the world becoming a safer place, of a greener
environment and of more facilities like Zip Zap all over.
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34
BENEFICIARIES

9
INSTRUCTORS

59%
MALES

41%
FEMALES

30
SESSIONS

THE HOOD
Launched in 2018, The Hood sought to include children from the Salt River neighbourhood, we are
proud to call home. Through the programme we engaged with 34 children, aged 6 to 17 years, on a weekly
basis, teaching various circus disciplines in a novel, safe and fun environment – at the Zip Zap Academy right
on their doorsteps! The programme aims to provide children with the opportunity to develop physical skills,
to develop an improved sense of self-esteem and self-confidence, and to understand the value of
teamwork. It allows children to have fun, meet other children from the neighbourhood, and forge new
friendships, creating a sense of kinship and belonging. Parents also welcome the opportunity for their
children to attend an after-school activity that removes them from the day-to-day dangers prevalent in the
area. The much-anticipated Show & Tell event at the end of 2019 showcased previously hidden talents and
greatly enhanced confidence.

Thea Haywood

“I don’t know what I would
do without Zip Zap because I
have learned so much and it
keeps me busy in a posiĚve
way. My dream is to join the
Zip Zap professional team
and to perform with them

locally and abroad.”

* **
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Residents shared living space from varied socio-economic,
cultural, and religious backgrounds. Responsibilities were shared
and residents were held accountable to each other to ensure a
safe, clean, and harmonious existence.

Developing good inter-personal and social skills, and fostering
good self-discipline, were critical to successful cohabitation and
maintaining mature relationships.

Open, honest channels of communication, consideration for
others and managing conflict were also vital to ensuring social
cohesion within the residence. Good self-management and
understanding the demands of independent living enabled
residents to set achievable goals and improved decision-making.
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4
BENEFICIARIES

23
INTERNATIONAL INTERNS

& GUEST TEACHERS
OUR BEAUTIFUL SHELL
Our Beautiful Shell is our shared accommodation space for Zip Zap students who face unsafe or
challenging living situations. The residence has also provided accommodation to interns and guest teachers
from abroad throughout the review period. This facility has exposed the residents to different cultures,
taught them to live harmoniously with others, as well as prepare them for independent living. With the
continued and unwavering support of our sponsors, the residents benefited from the comfort, safety and
convenience associated with being accommodated at the on-site residence.

PROGRAMME
IN ACTION

INATHI ZUNGULA

Inathi’s family home is in Worcester which is 120km from Cape Town. When she first joined the Simunye programme,
she used to wake up at 4am on Saturday to catch the 4:45am train that arrives in Cape Town at 8am. When Inathi
joined the D2D programme in 2018, she had to attend classes daily. Moving into Our Beautiful Shell meant she no
longer relied on public transport, which is often delayed and not always safe. Once she had moved into the on-site
residence, she enjoyed nutritious meals, felt safe and secure. Living with a kaleidoscope of nationalities from all
corners of the world also made her life more colourful and taught her valuable lessons about responsibility and
cohabitating in harmony. Inathi is a self-taught contortionist and specialises in aerial hoop. She has also developed an
interest in the technical aspects of Zip Zap shows, such as lighting and sound. Her best memory at Zip Zap was when
her family watched her perform in Journey Returns at Artscape, with the Cape Town Philharmonic Orchestra.
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SUCCESS STORY

Inathi

“What I like about Zip Zap is that its
doors are always open for everyone,
it doesn't maF er what background,
race or flaws you may have...you'll

always feel loved & safe.”

* **
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MADDISON FRICK

Maddison is 10 years old and joined Zip Zap Beginners in 2019. She has made some good new friends at circus and calls
them her “special circus friends.” When she first started at Zip Zap she was very shy. Her fondest memory is from her
first day, when a boy invited her to join in. He encouraged her not to be shy and now he is her best friend. Maddison
has blossomed at circus since then. Her favourite circus apparatus is trapeze. She dreams of becoming a good trapeze
artist, a chef and also a painter. Maddison is also very proudly learning to juggle!

PROGRAMME
IN ACTION
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Children were able to create new
relationships from diverse (social,
racial, cultural and economic)
backgrounds. Rather than focus on
their differences, they were
encouraged to embrace and
celebrate what makes them each
unique! Children displayed some
improvements in physical fitness and
were introduced to entry-level circus
skills. They all seized the opportunity to discover new things and have
loads of fun! Participants learnt from and about each other, contributed
to team achievements, and were fully invested in spreading their
collective wings. Children emerged with greater confidence and a
deeper sense of belonging. Participants performed in the annual Show
and Tell, demonstrating their skills and showmanship to the delight of
family and friends!

83
BENEFICIARIES

11
INSTRUCTORS

7
INTERNATIONAL

INTERNS

IMPACT

52%
MALES

48%
FEMALES

25
SESSIONS

BEGINNERS
Beginners is a recreational programme that aims to develop a basic level of circus skills for children
between the ages of 7 and 12. The programme encourages children from various backgrounds to experience
the value of working, learning and playing together. Through their weekly engagement, they develop a sense
of belonging, a willingness to learn new skills and enjoy the rewards of positive social interactions.

Maddison

“Learning trapeze has
helped me cure my fear

with courage.”

* **
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“I want to see myself
being in the Dare 2
Dream programme

one day!"

* **
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47%
MALES

53%
FEMALES

32
SESSIONS

The Intermediates programme sought to bridge the gaps in skill level and ability between Beginners and
Simunye, thus making the transition from one to the other more seamless and less stressful for
participants. The programme aimed to develop the physical ability and emerging circus skills of participants
who displayed aptitude, beyond the recreational level. The participants showed such promise and the
programmes were so closely aligned that a decision was made to incorporate this programme into Simunye
effective from January 2020.

In 2019 we were able to safely help
transition 36 participants from Beginners to
the Intermediate programme.
With increased demands, participants
improved in physical fitness and were also
exposed to higher levels of circus skills.
Regular training sessions created
opportunities for greater social interactions
and improved inter-personal skills for
children from diverse socio-economic
backgrounds. Students were encouraged to
push beyond personal boundaries and it was
great to watch them grow in confidence.

Participants performed in the annual Show
and Tell, demonstrating their skills and
showmanship.

Four Intermediate students were invited to
join Zappers, Zip Zap’s amateur performing
group, which exceeded all expectations!

IMPACT

INTERMEDIATES 10
INSTRUCTORS

36
BENEFICIARIES

3
INTERNATIONAL

INTERNS
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6 Students
advanced
to Zappers

2 Students
accepted
into D2D

SHYLENE CHAVULA
Shyleen Chavula was born in Malawi and moved to South Africa to live with her father, Mark. He was a gymnast in his
youth and attended one of Zip Zap’s adult classes. Mark was instrumental in introducing Shyleen to Zip Zap. Shyleen
joined the Beginners programme in 2019 and, because of her extraordinary enthusiasm and motivation, she advanced to
Simunye in 2020. She has a special love and talent for acrobatics and contortion, and really shines out in classes! She was
saddened that classes were suspended during the national lockdown due to COVID-19. Nevertheless, Shyleen has
made a special effort to keep practicing and has been an incredible inspiration to others as she continues to send videos
and pictures to her peers in the Simunye programme. One day, she wants to travel the world as a performer.

PROGRAMME
IN ACTION
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A safe and familiar training space allowed
for participants to play, train, learn,
collaborate and create together. Children
displayed improvements in physical fitness
and higher-level circus skills. These regular
interactions encouraged pro-social
behaviours and ensured participants
benefited from improved interpersonal
skills. There was also a visible increase in
levels of optimism and confidence, which
contributed to improved goal setting and
decision-making. Because the programme is not age-specific, older, more
experienced participants began to emerge as role-models to the younger,
less experienced ones. There were also valuable lessons to be learned
about the possibilities and opportunities circus and the performing arts
offer, like travel, technical skills and performing. Participants performed in
the annual Show and Tell, demonstrating their skills and showmanship.
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3
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SIMUNYE
Simunye ('we are one') was formed in 1992 and is the heart of Zip Zap’s circus school, bringing children from
outreach and youth streams together to learn, to create, and to work towards common goals such as creating and
performing acts. The programme strives to instil the core values of Zip Zap through social cohesion, discipline and
teamwork. With a more focussed approach to learning and developing circus skills, and increased physical demands,
participants commit to two weekly sessions, yielding the benefits from investing more time and training. Simunye is also
the reservoir for potential candidates for Dare 2 Dream, Zip Zap’s full-time vocational training programme.

Shylene

“It is important to persevere and
never give up! It's important we

stay strong, respecĦul and
disciplined. These qualiĚes I
have learned from Zip Zap.”

* **
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“There are lots of problems in the
world. I would change all the
violence and hate to make the

world a beF er place. My personal
dream is to perfect the three-man
unicycle act so that I can tour the

world with my friends."* **
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AYANDA NOMBELWU

Ayanda
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City BowlCape Flats

51 495 Audience at Match In
Africa #6 performance
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44%
MALES

56%
FEMALES
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SESSIONS

The Zappers programme is aimed at identifying and nurturing talent within Zip Zap programmes. The
programme focuses on imparting high-level circus expertise to youth with exceptional talent to create new acts
and shows, using Zip Zap expertise, a pool of international visiting artists and e-learning. The programme
targets youth between the ages of 10 and 18 years old. Zappers offers this small group, who have been
identified as committed, dedicated and with exceptional potential, the opportunity of intensive training and
performance opportunities. The specific aim of this programme is to develop a core group of youth performers
to advance the level of circus arts in the country. We encourage Zapper students to apply for Dare 2 Dream or
join the MOYA professional group with our focus being on preparing them for this transition.

Zappers students are encouraged to
perform in 10 shows a year, giving them
maximum stage time and subsequently
growing their confidence. Their intensive
training schedule of 10 hours per week
means that they accelerate their
performance ability and hone their
specialties. Students all display
improvements in pro-social behaviour due
to the teamwork required.

IMPACT

ZAPPERS 22
BENEFICIARIES

4
INSTRUCTORS

8
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNS & GUEST

TEACHERS

It was love at first sight for Ayanda when he saw his first Zip
Zap show at the Waterfront in 2009. He enjoys everything we
do at Zip Zap and discovered his passion for mini tramp and
the unicycle. His favourite memory was learning to do a
double front summersault on the mini trap. It was so exciting
and felt amazing! The teachers are his role models as they are always helpful with new tricks and
encourage him to do better. Ayanda also shared another of his talents with Zip Zap by doing all the
beautiful illustrations in our children’s story book ‘I Can Fly’. All proceeds from our book benefit Zip
Zap programmes. Ayanda is now 19 years old and also enjoys sewing and fashion design.
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IN ACTION

The all-encompassing and rigorous
curriculum ensures holistic development for
all participants. They display advanced
physical and circus skills, develop and hone
their teaching skills, and grow their skills in
the technical aspects of performing arts. This
renders them employable upon completion
of the programme and subsequent
graduation. Participants also demonstrate
enhanced social skills, behave like positive
role models and display improved decision-making and goal-setting skills. Four
participants were accommodated in the on-site residence, which is specifically
geared to providing safe and secure lodgings to students who come from
challenging family or living conditions. The D2D team performed at 23 NPO and
school shows, 6 Corporate shows and showcased 3 professional productions.

12 International
Interns

7 Teachers/
InstructorsIMPACT

SUCCESS STORY
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1 728
TRAINING
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DARE 2 DREAM HOURS

Dare 2 Dream (D2D) is our flagship vocational programme. It provides youth with access to an alternative
option to mainstream, often inaccessible, educational opportunities. The overall objective of the D2D
programme is to aid in the alleviation of poverty and contribute to the reduction of unemployment in our country.
By using circus arts as a practical medium, participants learn soft skills, social skills, technical skills, artistic
development, circus techniques, and teaching skills. D2D students create and manage their own performances,
and work as a team in collaborating to create shows for corporates, public performances and special events. All
these skills help prepare the D2D students to teach and coach the younger children, which is an integral part of
the curriculum. A ‘professional insertion’ year post-learnership aids in bridging the gap between learning and
working, provides holistic development, and guides them in becoming both work- and life-ready.

Xolani is 24 years old and lives in Dunoon. In 2015 he saw a Zip Zap show in Khayelitsha and was so inspired that he
signed up to join D2D. He is currently in his professional insertion year and received the Fellowship Award for 2018,
voted in by his peers. He rises to the challenge, is responsible and well-respected. Xolani took ownership of the
Beginners programme in 2019 when there was a staff shortage and he excelled at assisting the rest of the team.
He created an amazing act on the scarf for his final year-end evaluation, enjoying much praise from the audience.
Xolani’s confidence has grown in leaps and bounds. He has taken the major step of finding his own accommodation
and now manages his own home. He takes great pride in all he has achieved and seizes every opportunity presented.
He also successfully completed an Events Management course during 2019.

XOLANI SIKUNANA

Xolani

“My dream is to look back,
connect all the dots and have
my own house, car and be

self-sustainable.”* **



Zip Zap collaborated with clinical psychologist,
Jana van Niekerk (aka) Dr. Zizz, to create a
beautiful children’s storybook, ‘I Can Fly’. Written
by Dr. Zizz and artfully illustrated by Ayanda
Nombelwu, a talented Zapper’s student, the book
tells the true story of Lucky whose destiny is
transformed by the circus. It reflects the stories of
hundreds of children who have passed through Zip
Zap’s doors over the past 28 years. This uplifting,
read-aloud picture book carries a message of hope,
empowerment and imparts the joy and magic of
circus. The first 1000 books were printed through a
crowd-funding campaign and are now sold at all
Zip Zap events and shows with proceeds benefiting
programme beneficiaries. Jana van Niekerk holds

an MA in Psychoanalytic Studies (Tavistock, London), an MA in Clinical Psychology (Stellenbosch), and a DPhil in
Psychology. Her special interests include children, addiction, self-esteem, and spiritual life coaching. She currently runs
Shamballah Play Therapy and offers group therapy for young people at a Child and Adolescent Unit in Stellenbosch.

THANK YOU, JANA, FOR BELIEVING IN THE MAGIC OF CIRCUS AND THE POWER
OF DREAMS.
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WITH

SPECIAL THANKS

JANA
VAN NIEKERK

GREGOR
RÖHRIG We first met Gregor in 2010 when he was still an ‘IT

guy’ and photography was just a part-time passion.
Gregor secured a photography contract with
another friend of ours, Paul du Toit. This served as
the catalyst for the full-time pursuit of his passion.
He captured our first ‘Art of Rock’ event and
subsequently many more, thereafter, marking the
beginning of a long and happy friendship.

When Zip Zap commenced the Academy project,
Victoria Engelhorn commissioned Gregor to
capture our ambitious venture and document the
transformation from clothing factory into circus
playground!

Upon completion and whilst he was compiling a
report with the images, he incorporated text as
part of the storyline and ‘magically’ the Academy
book concept was born. Victoria felt that the story

was wort
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Our heartfelt thanks and immense gratitude go to these two talented filmmakers, directors, storytellers, visionaries, and
family! It was Iiro who proposed we capture the magic of Zip Zap in a full-length documentary. He felt strongly that the
inspiring and compelling Zip Zap story had to be shared more broadly with the world. Iiro, a Finnish producer, director
and author joined forces with our friend Nic Good, a seasoned filmmaker and director and together they raised almost
enough to produce the emotive and heart-warming ‘Circus Family’ documentary, through a crowdfunding campaign.
They worked tirelessly to perfect the film and covered the financial shortfall in their personal capacities.

We launched ‘Circus Family’ to our Auction guests at an intimate screening at the Labia in November 2019 and
subsequently our beneficiaries, parents, and funders at a Dome screening in February 2020. This moving documentary
shares the captivating story of our humble beginnings and poignantly captures the special ‘behind-the-scenes’ magic that
is the essence of our Zip Zap family. The documentary was produced by Iiro and directed by Nic. For this, Zip Zap is
eternally grateful. Further thanks to Nic who is always so willing to share his infinite talents with us by filming our events,
programmes and almost everything else!

Nic established Fresh Air Crew in 1995 to create and record adventurous activities around the globe. Down the line, they
have created 6 award winning documentaries, contributed stock footage to productions and inserts globally, been
instrumental in the development and filming of numerous prestigious International Adventure events and documentaries,
and produced various corporate and training video programmes.

After successful careers as a master magician and professional BASE jumper, Iiro turned his talents to filmmaking and
since 2005 has produced two award-winning documentaries, more than 50 hours of prime time TV entertainment, the CBS
transmedia micro-series The Courier, and executive produced the 2011 Robert De Niro film, Freelancers.

I IRO SEPPANEN & NIC GOOD

Nic Good

was worth telling and produced a print run of the Academy books for Zip Zap to sell. Described as a coffee table book
that shares the 4 year journey of how the first South African purpose-built Circus Academy came to life, through visual
poetry. All proceeds support our programmes. Gregor, who holds qualifications in New Media, Social Anthropology,
Journalism, and Depth Psychology has proven himself as a visual storyteller and creative entrepreneur. As a photographic
artist, he has exhibited his fine art photography internationally with group exhibitions from Rotterdam to Milan and held
various successful solo exhibitions in South Africa. We are in esteemed and talented company.

THANK YOU, GREGOR, FOR 10 YEARS OF INCREDIBLE IMAGES, A WORK OF ART IN
THE ACADEMY BOOK, YOUR FRIENDSHIP AND GENEROSITY.

From Left to Right:
Brent van Rensburg, Iiro Seppanen, Christine Chapman, Sabine van Rensburg at the Labia Theatre



PROJECTS AND
COLLABORATIONS



World AIDS Day is an annual event hosted at the
Solomon Mahlangu Hall in Khayelitsha. Zip Zap is invited
to participate not only as part of the entertainment, but
also because of the work we achieve in our Outreach
programme, Ubuntu.

Zip Zap has a proud association and collaborates with
Sisonke Social Circus (Sisonke) on an ongoing basis.
A non-profit-company, Sisonke was established by Lionel
Chanarin in Stellenbosch, South Africa in 2011. Together
with a small team of professional performers, instructors,
volunteers and community members, Sisonke is adding
value and impact to the community.

The initial aim of Sisonke was to provide a space for
children from various socio-economic and racial
backgrounds to come together as a means of
encouraging inter-racial contact and dialogue in a safe
and fun environment. Sisonke views the circus as a tool
for individual and community development, as well as
social transformation. The primary objective of Sisonke is
to teach life skills including self-confidence, honesty, trust,
and respect; whilst encouraging inter-racial contact,
communication, teamwork and acceptance. Sisonke is
providing a space where everyone is treated equally,
regardless of where they come from.

Sisonke’s interventions reach children aged 5 to 18 years
old, with an even gender split, across multi-cultural
ethnicity in the Boland region, on a weekly basis. The
average group size is 30 children. During lockdown their
programmes were suspended. They created WhatsApp
groups to keep the children active and Zip Zap
contributed by providing tutorials and set programmes
for the choreographing of acts in isolation. Zip Zap was
also able to bring some food relief to the Sisonke families
and supply data to the kids enabling them to remain
engaged, interactive and to keep the circus spirit alive.
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WORLD AIDS DAY

SISONKE SOCIAL CIRCUS

Zip Zap performed in two half segments and the
captivated audience, of approximately 325 community
members and partners, ensured they stayed for our final
performance. We used HIV messages in our
performances which took 3 months to rehearse and
prepare for. This event is a community favourite,
especially for our children living in the township. They
love demonstrating the skills they have learnt to an
appreciative audience.



In our home town Zip Zap shared the magic with the
Fleur du Cap Theatre Awards, Woolworths, The French
Consulate and the Chateau Naude Wine Action.
Our very own production 'The Greatest Little Circus
Show' played to sold-out houses over 9 performances
from April to October.

In our aim to expand our reach nationwide, Zip Zap
travelled to Gauteng and performed:

Four shows at the Rand Easter Show to over 2,000
people in April.

Four performances of 'Journey Beyond' at the
Joburg Theatre to an audience of 3,000 people in
collaboration with Johannesburg Youth
Orchestra, Tim Moloi, Zita Pretorius and Zolani
Mahola in September.

34 shows to the theme of 'Frozen' were performed
at the Menlyn Shopping Centre in Pretoria in
December.

We also took part at the Festive Lights Switch-On for
the City of Cape Town.

Our year ended in spectacular fashion by performing at
the Cape Town stadium for Match in Africa #6, Roger
Federer vs. Rafael Nadal - a tennis match that broke a
world record with 51,954 spectators and was broadcast
live to millions of viewers across the world.

We had the honour of meeting Roger, Rafa, Trevor
Noah, Bill Gates and our hero Siya Kolisi all in one day.
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EVENTS REPORT
2019 was an unforgettable year for Zip Zap.
Over 190,000 people were mesmerized by Zip Zap’s
entertainment at 107 shows! The shows & events
department generated an impressive R 5,309,317,
a growth of 40% from last year.

We always make sure that our performances also raise
funds for other community organisations:

Imhoff Waldorf School, Lions Club Table View,
Micklefield Primary School, Portavue Primary School,
Cape Cystic Fibrosis Association, Greenfield Girls
Primary School, St Martini Kindergarten and La
Gratitude Pre-Primary School.

SHOWS & EVENTS

Having fun with Zip Zap performers and the Ndlovu Youth Choir - Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal, Trevor Noah, Siya
Kolisi and Bill Gates.
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events@zip-zap.co.za

The Zip Zap Dome is a space like no other. With 720
square metres of usable floor space, a ceiling height of
10 metres and rigging points throughout the structure,
the Dome is an open canvas for any event. We have
hosted rock concerts, gala dinners, stand-up comedy
shows, family days, exhibitions and cocktail functions.
The list is endless, giving each client the opportunity
to tailor design their event. The Dome hire includes in-
house lighting and sound equipment with an operator
and an events manager to make the event seamless
and hassle-free. The Founders Garden, where the
Dome is located, offers parking for 350 cars. Toilets, 2
security guards, a medic and a janitor are all included
in the package. The cherry on top is the inclusion of 3
mesmerizing and thrilling circus acts as part of your
booking. In an unique and versatile venue in the
centre of the City, with a view of Table Mountain, your
booking is also an investment for Zip Zap to continue
Inspiring Kids For Life.

CONTACT BRIGETTE NOW FOR MORE DETAILS

HIRING THE
DOME

HIRING THE
PERFORMERS
Wanting to leave your guests spellbound?
Zip Zap has world-class offerings to suit all tastes
and ages – jugglers, aerial artists, acrobats, roaming
entertainment, specialty acts, and even full shows.

Have a specific song or theme in mind?
We customize our performances.

FROM PARIS TO THE WHITE HOUSE, FROM THE COMMONWEALTH GAMES TO THE LONDON

OLYMPICS, ZIP ZAP HAS TRAVELED THE WORLD, AND IS READY TO PERFORM FOR YOU.



TRAINING &
GOVERNANCE



GOVERNANCE
Zip Zap is a school of Circus Arts for social change in Cape Town, South Africa.
Zip Zap is registered with the High Court as a Trust IT3447/98, with the Department of Social
Development as a Non-Profit Organisation 037-198-NPO and with the South African Revenue Service as
a PBO 930 028 436, with a Section 18A status so donations are tax deductible.

Zip Zap is proudly Level 1 B-BBEE

STAFF TRAININGWe are truly grateful for all the
partnerships allowing our team to grow
and thrive without having to disburse cash.

BAN Business Accounting Network

ENC Ecole Nationale de Cirque (Montreal, Canada)

Impact makers and creators

Inyathelo Institute for Advancement

Laureus Sport for Good

Southern Hemisphere

Synergos

R49,996
Total value invested in training.

35
Sessions or courses.

R82,471
Value of training.

Self
Development

NGO
Management

HR
Fundraising

First Aid

Finance

Events
Technical

Coaching
371,5
HOURS OF TRAINING
RECEIVED

Coaching 33.4
Events 3.7
Finance 29.7
First Aid 48.2
Fundraising 33.4
HR 7.2
NGO Management 130.2
Self Development 78,3
Technical 7.4
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AWARDS &
TROPHIES



VUYANI LOTTERING
VUYANI LOTTERING
DARE 2 DREAM PROGRAMME
This trophy is awarded to the student who lives the Zip
Zap values: a passion for performance, teamwork, good
attitude, and ethics, discipline, and commitment.

THE NEL FAMILY AWARD
STUDENT OF THE YEAR

Vuyani: pours his heart into his craft–
sometimes training well into the night!
“Dovi”, as he is affectionately called,
has grown in confidence, and is fast
becoming a role model to other Zip
Zap students.
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THE JULIA ENGELHORN AWARD
PERFORMER OF THE YEAR

THE SPARKFOLIOS AWARD
THE MOST IMPROVED STUDENT

THE REES-GIBBS AWARD
FELLOWSHIP AWARD

The trophy is awarded
in recognition of the
countless hours of hard
work, the blisters and
bruises endured to
achieve artistry of the
highest level.

SILUMKO NDULULA
DARE 2 DREAM PROGRAMME

THE ZIP ZAP AWARD
EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR

MPHUMZI NGCIKIZA
ZIP ZAP DRIVER

This trophy is awarded to
the most deserving
employee for hard work
and dedicated effort, to
the best team player, who
has performed consistently
well, who exceeds
expectation, and who lives
the Zip Zap values.

Mphumzi: always on top
of his game, willing to
assist, he never complains.
He is genuine, trustworthy
and cares so much about
his 'precious cargo' - the
children he transports to and from Zip Zap! He wears a
perpetual smile that is welcoming and reassuring.

XOLANI SIKUNANA
DARE 2 DREAM PROGRAMME

The student who has
tried their hardest,
made remarkable
progress, shows the
willingness to work
hard, comes to practice,
and is hungry to learn.
Xolani: works tirelessly
with the younger
participants, exudes
confidence and has a
remarkable flair for the
theatrical and
flamboyant, he is a great
ambassador for Zip Zap.

IRIS & TALYA ELLMAN
ZAPPERS PROGRAMME

Team player, living the
Zip Zap values, friendly,
approachable, courteous,
caring, random acts of
kindness.

Iris and Talya: kind,
respectful and reliable.
They're always on time
and ready to work. They
exemplify fun and
enthusiasm in all that they
do.They love to be on
stage and share their
special brand of magic.

Silumko: loves
entertaining audiences
- with passion in every
performance, has
consistently improved
and always gives
100% at every show.
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DAVID FROMAN
Trustee, Finances and Business portfolio

Financial Report

Revenue

Donations

2020

R4, 108, 429 R3, 736, 431 +10%

2019

+40%

+55%

R3, 798, 165R5, 309, 317

R2, 738, 784R4 ,251, 840

Performance fees

Grants

+33%R10, 273, 380R13 ,669, 586Total

We would like to thank Mazars for their support in preparing
our annual financial statements for the last 20 years.
We closed our books on 29 February as we went into lockdown.
The financial performance at year-end is truly stellar. At Zip Zap
we are building a growing culture of outstanding acts and this
also applies to our financial performance.

Laurence has continually strengthened her team
and her focus to ensure that the surplus we
generate each year is substantially more than the
year before. The clear understanding being that we
can continue to grow, improve, reach more kids, do
more shows, create more world-class performers
and create better shows year after year!
We understand if we have a culture of growing top
line, bottom line and our net cash position improves
each year we are sustainable.
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The contribution from the performing group is particularly impressive as the troupe evolves to be ready to
perform worldwide.

Hard to comment on the numbers without mentioning COVID-19. We are particularly fortunate in that for the
past 5 years our focus has been on building a sustainable net cash position and we went into lockdown with
more cash on hand than ever before.

Category

Property and
Equipment

Comprises

Dome, Vehicle, Office
and Circus Equipment,
Computers, Lighting

1, 758,938

2020 2019

83,293Amount owing to Zip
Zap

5,075,240Bank Investment portfolios
Nedbank, Investec

Trade Debt owing by
Zip Zap

Surplus from prior
year

Debtors, stock

Cash and
Investments

-1,666,708LESS Liabilities

+5,250,763

1,255,467

642,487

3,180,202

-1,298,928

+3,779,228Reserves

We are a non-profit enterprise that sustains itself primarily through performances. We are truly blessed that as
lockdown came and the reality of no income from performances arrived, the fundraising team led, as always by
Laurence truly stepped up, as have a number of incredible individuals and foundations.

I would like to thank in particular:

Kindermissionswerk R 361,413

National Lotteries Commission R 278,000

Sceniscope R 460,000

Bertha Foundation R 346,525

Eric & Sheila Samson Foundation R 250,000

HCI Foundation R 250,000

Lombardi Family Charitable Trust R 1,000,000

Gilbarco AFS R 171,440

WC Govt Dept Cultural Affairs
and Sport

Global Kinetic R 114,538

Laureus Sport for Good Foundation R 225,000

DG Murray Trust R 201,000

GoReefer (Pty) ltd Go Global R 198,568

R 200,000

R 130,000

MariaMarina Foundation R 700,000

Rolf-Stephan Nussbaum Foundation

At the same time, I would like to thank and applaud the Zip Zap family, who took pay cuts, continued to work
day and night in challenging conditions and simply pulled together as the team they are. Because of this we
somehow come out of this challenge stronger than before!

Duncan Dollman from Mazars and Lee-Ann Watson from IBAN help the Board to ensure incredible governance
and the timely, accurate and professional reporting that is delivered month after month, really make this role
easy. They must also be thanked and recognized for the outstanding work they do.

IT’S NOT WHAT HAPPENS TO YOU, BUT HOW YOU DEAL WITH IT!



Go Global

DSTV Multichoice (Pty) Ltd

Joan St Leger Charitable Trust

Artscape
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SCENISCOPE

OUR DONORS
THANK YOU TO

HIGHFLYERS (OVER R1 MILLION)

WIRE WALKERS (R500 000 TO R1 MILLION)

ACROBATS (R250 000 TO R499 999)

DARE DEVILS (R150 000 TO R249 999)

We wish to express our immense gratitude to all our individual donors who contributed to 4.3% of our revenue.
When combined with our fundraising events this contribution increases to 12.2%.

ZIP ZAP APPRECIATES THAT THESE ARE TOUGH ECONOMIC TIMES, SO THANK YOU FOR STANDING BY US AND

FOR CONTINUING YOUR SUPPORT. EVERY CONTRIBUTION NO MATTER HOW SMALL OR BIG COUNTS.

LOMBARD I
F A M I L Y
CHARITABLE TRUST

PETER & JANE
FRANZEN
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Adrian Sonderegger
Anita Mendiratta
Ashanti Design
Asics
AW Blekton Charitable Trust
Belinda Weeber
Blend Eventlife (Pty)Ltd
Brian Ganson
Cape Formwork Contractors CFC
Cape Heritage Hotel
City of Cape Town
David Froman
DC Electrical Africa Cape
Dish Food & Social
FC Carter Charitable Trust
Free Flight Dance Company
Impumelelo
IQRAA Trust
J&D Ship Services
Johan Nel
Karel & Stephanie Koarek

Kryolan
Lorenzo & Stella Chiappini Charitable Trust
Lorette Du Toit
Martin K Alloy & Daris M Clinton-Alloy
Mazars
Michael Kasser
Michael Neidorff
Nancy Demetriades
Nucleus Integrated Financial Development
Services
Oliver Ryder
Rand Merchant Bank
Reinhard & Gabrielle Lechtape-Gruter
Shoprite Checkers
SOS Children's Villages South Africa
Springbok Atlas
StreetSmart SA
Timo Horeis
Trevor & Lynne Mclean- Anderson
Truworths
Werkmans Attorneys

Zip Zap France
Zip Zap USA

Action Coach
Adelle Wiese
Alberto and Gully Contoli
Alex Darrasse
Andre Scholtz
Anja Mulder
Arthur Hoia
Association Francaise Pour Le
Cirque de Demain
Barno Plastics
Barrie Cline
Bianca Berndorfler
Bishops Diocesan College
Bodytec
Brenda Owen
Bryan Nelson
Byers Security
Cape Town Gin
Cape Waterfront Estates
Carl Pretorious
Carnegie House
Carol Wannenbergh
Carolin Raith
Chamell van Booy
Chris Delpierre
Christel Tinguely
Clinton Beinart
Col'Cacchio
Cummings Family
Darios Restuarant
David & Tracy Murray Smith
David Abiteboul
Debbie Sykes
Dr Suzette Fourie
Duma Nongauza
DWR Distribution
Edgemead Primary Shool
EJ Edwards
Elizabeth Bishop
Elmie du Preez
Eric Goemaere
Floran Thiele
Francie Buhrmann
Fresh Air Crew
Garth Loots

Generation School
Geocentric Information
Systems
Geoffrey Budlender
George Arts Theatre
Gisela Madden
Graeme Burnham
Hans Nordsiek
Helen van Stolk
Helga Gerber
Hotel Verde
Ikhaya Lodge
Ingrid Kingon
Institut Français Afrique du Sud
Irene Howard
Irma Aggenbach
James Harrington
Jan Kievit
Jana van Niekerk
Jason Von Berg
Jeffrey Knight
Jenny Sandler
Joanne Goldberg
John Harding
John Wilkson
Johnny Anderton
Kantey and Templer
Kevin Stoloff
Kirsten Day Brown
Kyla Davis
Laurence Estève
Laurent Amar
Lea Froman
Lea Simonin
Learmont Keam
Lena Dopke
Lindsay Catlin
Lizelle Tolken
Llewellyn Snyman
Lori Lake
Luise Rice
Mandy & Callum Hunter
Mary Netto
Mathieu Dunod

Megan Wannenburgh
Mentholatum South Africa
Michael Pashut
Michele Cassuto
Milnerton Primary
Mondiall Restuarant
Moses Muchapirei
Natashia Muna
Necotrans
New Heritage Gallery
Nicholas Tyndall
Nick O'Donnell
Nicolaas Berends
No Boundaries
O'Connell Family
Oliver Cowan
Olivier Baudry
Omnico
Opulent Living
Penelope Perrin
Pick n Pay
Richo Jansen
Robert Williamson
Rupert Maskell
Ryan Moss
Rynier Keet
Sally Cristini
Salt River Business Improvement District
Scott O’Connor
Sean Gibson
Shaileen Davis
Sive Mpehle
Solange Rosa
Spookfontein Wines
Steve Cragg
Steven Dorbin
Sue Luck
Sue Whitelaw
Susan Omond
Susan Rabinowitz
Talya Ellman
The Commodore Hotel
Theos Grill
Thrash Corp

Tourvest Destination
Tracy Morris
Tracy Scot-Litford
University of 3rd Age (U3A)
V Print
Varsha Ramnath
Victoria Nel
Vinay Ramnath
Warwick Wine Estate
Wendy Davis
Wendy Roman
YOCO

JUGGLERS (R20 000 TO R149 999)

CLOWNS (R1 TO R19 000)



Zip Zap is a School of Circus Arts for social change in Cape Town, South Africa.
Zip Zap is a registered Trust IT3447/98
Non-profit Organisation 037-198-NPO with tax exemption PBO 930 028 436.
We are a B-BBEE Level 1 Contributor.

Zip Zap France Floriane Esteve, zipzapfrance@zip-zap.co.za
Zip Zap USA Shannon Pates-Xhola, zipzapusa@zip-zap.co.za

CONTACT US
ZIP ZAP DOME
Founders Garden, Jan Smuts Street, Cape Town, 8001 • Telephone: (021) 421 8623

ZIP ZAP ACADEMY
6 Shannon Street, Salt River, 7925 • Telephone: (021) 421 8622

Fundraising, Marketing & Finance: Direct Line - 063 043 7088
Outreach & Youth Programmes: Direct Line - 063 047 6380

YOUR DONATIONS HELP US INSPIRE KIDS FOR LIFE.
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ZIP ZAP ABROAD

Zip Zap recognizes the importance of diversifying its income streams and the challenges of the current
economic climate. Charities in the USA and France have been set-up with legal structures and tax
deduction facilities with the aim of raising funds for Zip Zap abroad. Dollars and Euros go a long
way when converted into Rands.

To donate from abroad and benefit from tax deductions in your country contact:

info@zip-zap.co.za | www.zip-zap.co.za


